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Dorm construction set to begin soon
Six-story structure
to house 425
By LANCE OLSHOVSKY
Champion Reporter

The administration wants the on-campus student population to reach beyond 10,000, but
accommodations for the 5,500 s t u d e n t s already
on campus are sparse. How will this growth be
accomplished while maintaining enough accommodations for the students already on campus?
"We are carrying out our strategic plan for the

University," said David Young, vice-president of
administration and Information technology, "and
hoping to get 10,500 on campus students."
As the University Is preparing for the
new millennium and the new school
year, plans are already underway
for a new dormitory.
"Having
more
students
Includes feeding more, more
post office boxes, classrooms;
we quickly realized that we needed new dorms," Young said.
Ground breaking has already begun and construction actually begins next week on the six
story structure which will rise above parking lot

P I 7 , otherwise known a s the "pit," behind the
senior dorms.
Whether It will be a male dorm or female dorm
has yet to be decided.
According to Young, the deciding factor will be
enrollment. If more room Is needed to accommodate the female population, then the sign
over the door will read "female"; If enrollment
swings In favor of the males, It will read "male"
to accommodate a growing male population.
The dormitory will house 425 students and
will Include laundry facilities, meeting rooms
and an elevator. When the housing Is completed
In August, three students will be assigned per
room In the new dorm.

Although ground breaking has begun, there
were initial barriers to cross while planning the
development of the new dorm.
The Lynchburg Regional Airport has air traffic
which flies above the University, b u t this was
not an expressed concern of University officials.
"We had no desire to build a seven, eight, nine
or even 10 story dorm building," Young said.
And according to Young, the six-story structure
was never a concern when planning the development. A six-story building will pose no problems for aircraft, he said.
The architectural structure of the dorm building will coincide with that of the future plans of
the University being a Jeffersonlan motif.

Debate
captures
ADA title
By BILL MEYER
Champion Reporter

For the fourth consecutive
year, the Liberty University
Debate Team has won the
national championship in the
American Debate Association.
The victory ties George Mason
University's record for the most
concurrent
ADA
Rankings
Championships. LU also h a s the
distinction of being the first
squad ever to finish the season
being ranked number one in all
three divisions (novice, junior
varsity and varsity).
The rankings are determined

Pres. candidates face runoff
Thompson, Coleman enter second week of election campaigns
By JENNIFER PILLATH
Copy Manager

The numbers confirm It.
The SGA presidential race of 1998 Is
not over yet, for no majority winner can
claim the title. As the final ballots were
counted on Monday night, and the
announcement was made, a tired panel
of presidential candidates sighed a t the
realization that one more week of campaigning loomed before them.
Jeff Coleman and Alfred Thompson
finished the evening neck and neck In
poll numbers with Coleman holding
40.9 percent of the total vote and
Alfred grabbing a close 38 percent. But
because a 15 percent advantage is
required by the Elections Committee
for a victor, neither Coleman nor
Thompson could claim the title without
a runoff.
But the past week of active campaigning has been hard on all of the
candidates.
"I'm exhausted," Coleman reiterated,
"but, there's still a few breaths left In
me."
Thompson also expressed his fatigue

from the past week. "I'm tired right
now, b u t the Lord has given me the
strength to fight," he said.
It is this continual determination
which will lead both candidates into a
head to head battle over the next week.
Active campaigning will once again
begin on Thursday, April 23 in preparation for the April 24 elections.
This runoff election is a first for
Liberty's SGA polls. Because of this,
the Elections Committee was left struggling to prepare for the week ahead of
them. "There's nothing In the rules
about a runoff," Aaron Woody, an
Election Committee member said.
Therefore, the committee called a
quick meeting with the final two candidates to decide on the upcoming week's
regulations. Among other concerns, it
was decided that the spending cap for
the campaign should remain at the
current $700, regardless of the added
week.
Another first for this year's election
was the record crowd of 1,520 voters
which swamped the polls on Monday,
April 20. Marc Pettograsso, the current
SGA president accredits this to the

high emphasis
on
platforms
and issues and
the
positive
emphasis
the
candidates have
placed on their
campaigns.
"We've had a very exciting election,"
commented Pettograsso. "We had to
close off people because they were
rushing the (voting) table."
"This was the cleanest campaign
yet," Woody commented. T h i s proves
that people can obey the rules.
Hopefully this will set a precedent."
And the two remaining candidates
are ready to maintain the campaign
that they have thus far initiated. With
only small shifts In their strategies,
both Coleman and Thompson are again
ready to express their concerns to the
campus body.
"(We will) get ready to change our
gears and stay with the principles and
values that we've had all along," said
Thompson.
"Liberty needs Ideas and not popularity," commented Coleman. "And next

week, we'll give them a professional
campaign."
But election 1998 did not end without some fatalities. The combined votes
of both Laurie Battle and April Foster
remained under half of the total votes
during this four way race for the presidency.
However, regret is not among the
items of Interest for these two candidates.
"It's all about college," said Foster.
"I've met a ton of people, and I don't
regret anything."
The final count for the election
Involved 1,520 student voters. Laurie
Battle received 102 of those votes, April
Foster garnered 212, Alfred Thompson
gained 581 votes and Jeff Coleman finished the race with 617 total votes.
The final election for student body
president will be held on Friday, April
24 from 12 p.m. to 7 p.m.
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by calculating the cumulative
points earned while competing
in ADA tournaments. The LU
team set a record this season
for the total number of points
earned. Its overall number of
416 was more than 100 points
ahead of second place finisher
George Mason.
The team finished ranked in
second place in t h e C r o s s
Examination Debate Association.
In spite of participating in a
limited number of CEDA tourn a m e n t s a n d missing the
CEDA Nationals altogether,
Liberty came within five
points of number one-finisher
Emory University.
The rankings for the National
Debate Tournament are not yet
In, but Liberty is expected to finish no worse than second.
"I think this was the best season In Liberty's history," said
Rochelle Rlngsmuth, a JV member of this year's team. "We've
never had a better season. It was
a realty fun year. It was worth the
hard work."
One of the future stars of the
LU team could be freshman Rob
Burns. "The one main freshman
this year was Rob Burns," said
Je' Mara Atwood, a JV member
from New York. "He was on the
varsity squad all year."
The current star, however, is
unquestionably Bill Lawrence.
He is a senior from Michigan,
and his contributions have
been considerable.
"He's one of the top 10 debaters
In the country," debate team
director Dr. Brett O'Donnell said.
"Bill Lawrence has had the single
largest Impact on our debate program since IVe been coaching.
We've had some really great
debaters who have come through
our program. But in terms of
moving us to another level, and
the varsity level Is where you
want
to
be
competi-
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Tradition '98 duo clinches polls
Younts and Kostiew garner electoral majority
Younts moved from the ela- remaining in SGA next semestion
of victory to the business ter, retaining his senator role.
LIFE! Editor
"I want to continue to try to
of his office moments after his
fulfill
my platform, plus more,"
election.
Younts
proclaimed
Richard Younts' Monday
Thomas
said.
that
he
was
meeting
with
the
night poll victory over Howard
"Updating
the library was
administration
the
following
Thomas for the office of stuone
of
my
main
platform goals,
day,
to
work
on
removing
the
dent government association
and
that
hasn't
changed,"
$10
per
night
dormitory
fee
for
executive vice president sigThomas
continued.
He also
international
students
who
must
naled the end of a relatively
wants
to
continue
to
"bridge
the
stay
at
LU
over
the
summer.
bloodless race.
gap"
between
the
students
and
Younts
also
discussed
his
Younts defeated Thomas by a
850 to 480 vote margin, garner- plans for the next year, propos- their government.
Although Michael Kostiew
ing 64 percent of the student ing a three-part plan from the
ran
uncontested, the newly
Tradition
'98
campaign.
First,
voters' support.
elected
vice president of stuYounts
intends
to
set
up
an
Although it was clean, the
dent
affairs
has his work cut out
interactive
student
website.
campaign proved to be trying
for
him
with
the upcoming runSecond,
he
plans
to
organize
on both candidates. "I learned
off
between
presidential
candia
Special
Transition
Committee
to seek God's will," Younts
dates
Coleman
and
Thompson.
to
evaluate
all
university
buildsaid. "I had to depend on him
"I'll be giving Jeff a lot of
ing projects.
for strength."
SHAWN BLDRIDOE
support,
both emotionally and
Finally,
Younts
hopes
to
Thomas learned lessons on
ANTICIPATION OR RELIEF? —
physically
in
the
next
week,"
implement
a
rule
that
would
the importance of hard work
Richard
Younts
a n d Howard
and determination. "You've got make student senators part of Kostiew said, speaking of
Thomas await t h e election results
Younts'
and
his
ticket-mate,
their
halls'
leadership
teams
to not give up when you get
o n Monday, April 2 0 . Younts w a s
down," Thomas said. "I've along with SLDs, RAs and Jeff Coleman. "Even though
a n n o u n c e d t h e e x e c u t i v e v i c e presJeff
isn't
with
us
yet,
I
know
he
prayer
leaders.
learned to press on despite the
i d e n t w i t h a 6 4 p e r c e n t margin
will
be
here
next
week."
Thomas
said
that
he
plans
on
obstacles in my way."

By RANDY KING

H.M.S. P i n a f o r e : The LU study will follow. For more
Department of Fine Arts will information, call 845-6095.
present
Gilbert
and
Sullivan's musical comedy MISO Drama: The Minority
-H.M.S. Pinafore* on April 2 3 , a n d I n t e r n a t i o n a l S t u d e n t
2 4 a n d 2S in t h e Lloyd Office p r e s e n t s t h e play
Auditorium beginning a t 7:30 "The O r p h a n s of Ombaki,"
p.m. Tickets for all perfor- Friday, April 2 4 , a t 7 p . m .
mances are $ 6 a n d are avail- The play will b e presented
able in t h e Lloyd Auditorium in DH 1 6 1 .
box office.
KDP Banquet: Kappa Delta
Greenstone *98J Fifteen LU Pi will hold Its Recognition
b a n d s will participate In Banquet on Friday, May 8 a t
Greenstone '98, The event 11 a.m. The guest speaker
will b e a Lalapolooza-llke will be Linda T. Williams,
teacher
at
music festival to be held a t kindergarten
the Greenstone Building on Heritage Elementary School.
Rt. 2 2 1 n e a r Forest o n Tickets may b e purchased to
Tuesday, April 2 4 . Doors TE 139.
open a t 4 p.m. and t h e show
Fine Arts Recital: The Fine
begins a t 5 p.m.
Arts Department will hold a
YouthQuest Rally: Liberty's faculty recital on Monday,
own YouthQuest will present April 2 7 . Dr. Lynn Selpp will
a Super Rally on Saturday, play the clarinet and saxoApril 2 5 a t King's Dominion. phone, accompanied by Dr.
Tickets are $19.75 for chil- S a m u e l Wellman on t h e
d r e n age 7 a n d u p , a n d piano a n d soprano soloist
$18.75 for kids under 7. Patricia Campbell.
Experience all the thrills of
King's Dominion along with Hawaii M i s s i o n s : C h r i s t i a n
Christian music and drama.
Youth Ministries of Hawaii is
seeking s t u d e n t s to serve
Psych Club Meeting: The t h i s s u m m e r from J u n e 2 to
Psychology Club will hold i t s J u l y 3 0 on t h e i s l a n d of
final meeting of the semester Mblokal. The trip will cost
on Thursday, April 2 3 . T b e $ 2 , 0 0 0 a n d will include
meeting is open to everyone.
evangelizing and discipling.
S t u d e n t s will help with
Praise Service: College Hill y o u t h c a m p s , c h u r c h a n d
Baptist Church will present a Sunday school ministries, vispraise service on Sunday, April itation, a sports night, con2 6 a t 8:30 a.m. The service struction a n d more. CSER
Includes praise music, drama, credit is available for the trip.
solos and fellowship. A conti- Contact
Mr. a n d Mrs.
nental breakfast a n d Bible Bonhelm In Gym 2 0 6 or a t

Send postings a minimum of two weeks prior to the event to Rick Boyer c/o
Liberty Champion.

LU bands combine efforts at Greenstone
By DOUG KRUHM
Ad Manager

Several Liberty University
bands are Joining their efforts to
produce a show P.T. Barnum
would be proud of.
A total of 15 bands will perform this Liberty Lalapolooza at
the Greenstone building on
Route 221 In Lynchburg on April
24.
However, this Is more than a
Friday night activity which will
prevent students' from usual
weekend boredom.
"There's so much talent on
this campus and the Lord h a s
blessed u s so much," said
Valerie Henderson, the show's
organizer.
"We need to do this as a ministry to give back to the community
and the youth of
Lynchburg."

With music ranging from rock to
rap
to ska to hip-hop,
Henderson is hoping to draw a
crowd, namely, the youth of
Lynchburg.
Starting at 5 p.m., there will
be 2 5 minute sets throughout
the night with 10-minute breaks
between performances to set u p
for the next band.
All proceeds from the show
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"... for I will forgive their iniquity, and
I will remember their sin no more."
Jeremiah 31:34 KJV

.
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FOOD & DRUG

Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew,

Diet Pepsi or
Pepsi Cola

This is a call for all those dishes,
silverware, etc. that are still a t large
amongst the LU community. Please
begin returning these missing items

Save at
least 51 <t

2-Liter

the week of April 27th by the cashiers

Four 2-Ltrs. per customer at this price with $15.00 additional purchase

Kroger
English Muffins

Valleydale
Sliced Bacon

6-Ct.

1-lb. Pkg.

BUyOhrfdOhe

DUyOhrfdOhe

FREE!

FREE!

in Reber/Thomas Dining Hall.
No penalty. No questions asked!

BUyOteittOhe

1 8 - O Z . FRENCH TOAST OR

M u r r y s

will be going to the Presbyterian music festival will be the image
Home, a local crisis center for and aroma of Papa John's Pizza,
Spanky's, New Life Books and
youth.
Planning for the event started Liberty's own 3TV.
With some planning and hard
at the beginning of the semester
when Henderson talked to some work. Greenstone's positive
band members, mentioning a n music and atmosphere will be a
idea of producing a music festi- success in the present and the
val, a sort of Liberty Lalapolooza. future
of Lynchburg. As
Among those supporters mak- Henderson p u t it, "We hope to
ing their'presence known a t the keep this a s an annual thing."

French

1 6 - o z . Pkg.

Doritos

Corn Dogs, Lite Meat or

Frozen Limeade or

Ballpark
Meat Franks

Kroger
Fruit Punch

Nabisco Mini
Chips Ahoy

Mb. Pkg.

12-02.

16-18-oz.

7.5-9-oz.

BUyOheCdChe

BUyOtettOhe

BuyOtettOhe

^^m^

GaeiaitfM*

BUyOtettOn?

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
( I K K OLATI CHIP, SUGAR, PEANUT BUTTER OR OATMEAL RAISIN

Fresh Baked
Jumbo Cookies
1 2 - C t . Pkg

Italian-American Cafe
Wards Rd
237-5500
(across from airport)

8-oz.

FAX: 237-5522

BlWQWOfitGh?

WyWKVHMK

LU D e l i v e r y A v a i l a b l e

FREE!

Eat In • Carry Out • Drive-thru • Delive ry
1

Button or Sliced

Campbells
Mushrooms

pronounced:
iJiunuunuuu. Guy-yah-tau
uuy-yan-iaun n o s

Louis Rich

l

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS

I

Sliced Bologna

I

3 Toppings

j

M b . Pkg.

duyOmGAOw

BUyOvttOft?

FREE!

FREE!

' Does not Include Gourmet Pizzas Not *
| valid with and other otter. With coupon I
.
^ . only. Expires 5/20/98
4305 Wards Rd
237-5500 Fax:237-5522

I

Hours:
MON.- THURS
10AM - 10PM
FRI - SAT
10AM - 11PM
SUNDAY
11AM- 10PM

"Slags

»

Large 2-TOPPING PIZZA
With Breadsticks & Sauce
Does not Include Gourmet Pizzas Not
valid with any other otter. With coupon
only. Expires 5/20/9B

GaetoKo-'a
4305 Wards Rd
237-5500 FAX: 237 - 5522.
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YEAH, BUT CAN IT WHISTLE? — The Marine Corps'
Hummer — complete with government-Issue sword — was
a popular attraction during Military Emphasis Day (left).
YOUNG GUN — A local youth alms a Mark 19 grenade
launcher, courtesy of the Army National Guard (below).

Student participation high for Military Emphasis Day
By CHRIS EDWARDS
Champion Reporter

Despite two major " d i s a p p o i n t m e n t s " .
Military E m p h a s i s Day w a s *a great
s u c c e s s , " according to Its coordinator.
Will Honeycutt.
The event, i n Its 16th yeary is designed to
honor past and present military members
and raise the awareness of the student
body to the armed services, Honeycutt said.
This year, the event had a new Spin -*mostly Liberty Involvement.
The keynote speaker for convocation was
current LU Vice-President of Administration
David Young. Young Is a retired general
who spent 29 years of service In the U.S.
Air Force.
"Dr. Falwell said to me yesterday t h a t he
(Young) brought one of the best messages
for Military Emphasis Day t h a t we've ever
had," Honeycutt said.
All the men on stage who participated in
the service — from Liberty President Dr.
J o h n Borek Jr., who is active in the
National Guard, to c^rftpus paster Rob
Jackson, who graduated from t h e U.S. Air
Force Academy, and field operatlbhs director J.O. Renalds, who served in the Army,
were active in the armed services.

Honeycutt served In the National Guard for
six years as a medic.
The hostage demonstration during the
hour by the Lynchburg unit of the Virginia
National Guard was the first of its kind In a
convocation — with all participating members full-time Liberty studentsGuard member Tim Gohman. a senior
from Pennsylvania, said, "The day Is great
for military morale ... and It opens student's eyes to t h e different b r a n c h e s and
opportunities."
"This is great for the National Guard ...
b u t a good community service opportunity
for u s and a chance to minister greatly,"
said Scott Pleasants, a Guardsman and
seminary student from Atlanta.
The Marines drew a great deal of attention alongside the Guard display in the
DeMoss lot. Their recruiting h u m v e e ,
which travels to different colleges, carnivals and local fairs hosts the "pull-up
challenge:", which presents participants
with t h e c h a n c e to b e a t the military
^requirement for prizes.
"This was a great time for us to get o u t
into the community and let them know
what the Marines a r e all a b o u t . The
humvee draws a lot of attention for u s , "
said Capt. Walker, the selection officer for

western Virginia.
The Marines also provided a weapons display in DeMoss Hall, b u t their most Important display failed to land on Wednesday.
J^arlne One., the helicopter t h a t t r a n s p o r t s the president, w a s scheduled to land
a t 1 : 3 0 p.m. a t th£ I n t r a m u r a l Field.
However, for r e a s o n s u n k n o w n
to
Honeycutt; the chopper didn't come to
bU's campus*
"I was j u s t told the|; weren't coming," said
Honeycutt "With t h e military It Is always
conditional... you never know."
I l i l n another disappointment, the Army
flailed to bring Its Satellite communications
display along with Its M-16 demonstration,
again for unknown reasons.
However, the Air Force, Navy and Marines
set up fjecrultlrig booths In DeMoss.
"This i s a very Important day for
recruiters^" said Honeycutt. "The more
quality demonstrations they have, the more
attention Is given to their branch."
v^The.day Is sponsored by Military Ministry,
run through the Christian/community service office. The ministry provides various
services for military members through disclpleshlp and evangelism throughout the
semester. They also run a pen pal program
for chaplains and Christians overseas.
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WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION — A Navy
demonstrator shows off his Squad Assault Weapon
to a potential recruit In DeMoss Hall (above).
NOBODY MOVE, OR HE GETS IT! — LU student
Sikhumbuzo Kunene becomes the subject of a
hostage rescue demonstration by the Army
National Guard In the Vines Center (right).

A FEW GOOD ... WOMEN? A student tries out the chln-up bar
at the U.S. Marines display tent in DeMoss parking lot.
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Debate ties record with ADA championship
Continued from Page 1

In spite of the loss of such a gifted debater, the
team's excellent performance this year could be a
precursor of future seasons. This is primarily
because the LU squad Is comprised almost entirely of
freshmen and sophomores.
The learning curve of this team has been the best
of any squad I've ever coached," O'Donnell said.
"That bodes well for the future. I'm real excited about
the prospects.
"For a team full of freshman and sophomores
to finish first and set records In the ADA and
also to finish second In the CEDA rankings,
where we didn't compete very much, and to
finish at least second In the NDT, Is pretty
phenomenal."

Uve, Bill Lawrence has had the single biggest Impact
on our program."
Lawrence will leave LU with a considerable list of
personal achievements. He was recognized as the top
freshman speaker of the year In the Novice Nationals.
He was on the first team to qualify for the elimination
rounds at the NDT. He was a member of the first LU
team to ascend to the First Round Bid Team (which
Is only open to the top 16 teams tn the country).
In this season alone, Lawrence has been recognized as the top speaker at several tournaments,
Including those held at George Washington and
King's College.

LUPD seeks solutions to problem
of post office box theft
By SUZANNE McDUFFIE
Champion Reporter

Last semester, Junior Sarah
Smith applied for a checking
card at Central Fidelity. For
weeks she waited, but the card
never came.
Smith was surprised when a
lady from the bank called to
confirm the card's arrival, but
she was shocked when she
found out that a card, which
she had never seen, had been
charged $1,250. Upon investigation, the LUPD found her
box mate guilty of theft.
In light of this situation, Smith
entreated, "Something needs to
be done about those boxes!"
Box theft is a pressing dilemma at Liberty. According to PO
manager Mike Swaney, the
main problem is students who
are throwing away their box
mate's mall.
"They get tired of people
leaving their mail in there for
long periods of time," Swaney
said. Whether it is box theft or
throwing mall away, this invasion of privacy is not only

annoying, but it Is also a fed- ommended cameras. He also
said that the LUPD had trouble
eral offense.
Swaney and the administra- handling the crimes because
tion realize the urgency of the students do not make Incident
situation and they are planning reports until two or three weeks
after the fact —
to install 2,000
mm^^^mw^m
m^^^^m
by then the "trail
more boxes in the
future
DeMoss "Whether it is box is cold," he said.
He encouraged
Post Office.
theft or throwing students
that "we
Though the new
mail away, this a s
Christians
addition will help,
have a higher
not everyone will
invasion of
to stand
have individualprivacy ... is a calling
up for each other
ized boxes.
For
offense." and each other's
this reason, Swaney federal
has asked schools
_ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ goods," in reference to students
such as James
Madison University, Randolph witnessing crimes and not
Macon, West Virginia a n d reporting them.
Because the post office
North Carolina State how they
have remedied the situation. adjustments are not expected
The reply was that none of to be complete until at least
these schools cater to off-cam- September, and possibly even
as late as J a n u a r y , Swaney
pus students.
In fact, when JMU made this said that "all students have to
transition, its theft rate went be considerate of one another."
Both Sloan a n d Swaney
from 15 incidents per semester
down to zero. Because the expect s t u d e n t box u s e r s to
results were so positive for be good citizens who will folthese schools, Liberty may fol- low the honor code a n d exercise d u e r e s p e c t for one
low suit in the near future.
LUPD Chief Sloan even rec- a n o t h e r s ' property.

1998 Cumulative ADA Rankings
1. Liberty University

416

6. George Washington

118

2. George Mason

297

7. U. of South Carolina 112

3. U.S. Naval Academy

242

8. U. of Pittsburgh

106

4. Boston College

218

9. Cornell University

103

5. Mary Washington Coll. 173

10. Trinity University

99

Will

COMS dept. to offer summer courses
By CREIG RAIKES
Champion Reporter

Liberty's communications department is experimenting with something new this summer as It initiates nine COMS classes for the summer school session. Although the content will remain the same, the
summer modulars will only run for four weeks, In
contrast to the usual semester-long classes.
This is the first time the COMS department has
opted to try a four week summer school. The classes will meet for two hours per day, Monday
through Friday, during the four week session.
There will be two summer school sessions: the
first will run from May 11 - June 5 and the second
from J u n e 8 - July 3 .
"The main purpose of the summer school is to help
students," said Cecil Kramer, chairman of the communications department "Courses are often crowded In
the spring and fall sessions. This allows students to get
around the overcrowding in the regular sessions and
make the most of the equipment we have available."
Registration for the summer school courses is still
open and will remain open until the first day of the

session. The amount of work done during the summer
school will remain the same as In regular classes.
"The classes will be smaller and the work more
concentrated," Kramer said.
The COMS Department Is hoping for a successful
trial run for the summer school program. It is hoping for at least 10 students to register for each class
In order to keep them open.
"It's new, so a lot of people don't realize what we're
doing," said Kramer. "Hopefully, the response will
be very receptive."
Among the classes available in the COMS summer sessions are core classes such as Digital
Production and Professional Communication.
Specialized classes such as Graphic Design and
Electronic News Production are also available along
with radio and television practlcums.
"It's possible for a student to take two courses in
one session," said Kramer.
Students can sign up for COMS summer
courses by going to the registrar as usual.
Information on the courses available can be
found in the Department of Communication
Studies, located beside C-91.

WHAT tun YOU SAY? ~~ Audio Adrenaline's Will McGinness responds to a question
from a C-91 reporter during an outdoor interview On Thursday, April 16. Audio
Adrenaline, Jennifer Knapp and the 8upertones thrilled concert'goers with a show
in the Vines C o n v o c a t i o n Center.

Students: Get a Load of This...

Qu#£37y snungev

WE CAN EASE
YOUR LOAD AT
SEMESTER END

jnsjxumems

VR0 fiUD30 Sfi£tS. SIRVKIS i JtlltJMS
#

* TAYLOR # TAKAMINE # SANTA C R U Z
S E A G U L L # W A S H B U R N # C R A T E # Huss # DALTON
A U D I O CENTRON AND MORE
3000

O L D FOREST ROAD, SUITE

B

LYNCHBURG,

#

VA 2 4 5 0 1 8 0 4 - 3 8 6 - 4 9 1 2

Check Out These Deal si 11
• Shipping by UPS (Just Bring Your Boxes): 45c per pound
Up to 1000 mites, call tor quote tor further distance*

• Shipping by Freight (Load Your Own Palletl): $1 per pound

BOWLING
Always Means Fun!

9 9 0 game Xtreme Bowling

Furniture, boxes, computers, you can ship It all, minimum 200 pounds

• Storage - No Need To Rent An Entire Unit - Just Pay For
The Space You Need (store til August 20): $3 per square foot
• Packing Boxes and Tape: $1.49 - $4.49
Price dependent on size and quantity

All you can bowl special
Sunday 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Assumes all UPS shipment Items are boxed.
Sub|ect to normal weight and else limits of carrier.
Packaging and Insurance extra, II desired.
Ratea good until June 1.
Pickup available II needed.

Also World Wide
Shipping Available
Call for Quote

AMF Lynchburg Lanes
528-2695
4643 Murray Place
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Route 221
Forest
385-1477
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Images ...

I

'll always remember the
files. They were buzzing all
around me as I sat at the
kitchen table, scanning the
day's mall In the sweltering
August h e a t 1 opened a letter
thM 1 had retrieved from the
trash. ! didn't care If It was
junk mail or not, 1 valued my
mall.
To economize, the letter was
worth reading. Some little
school down In Virginia offered
me quite a hefty discount if I
would only attyust my future.
Now> not being the sort that
is easily swayed by free money,
I switched college plans'within
24 hours and then headed
aiouth of the border for 1 0
day's.
I arrived at Liberty, a school
1 had never seen, three days
after returning from Mexico. In
those first mad weeks of placed
ment tests, getting used to the
dress codes and waiting in
endless lines. I hardly had
ume to think. My memories
are full of humid days, expanses of red mud and new friends.
Images play an important
part In the human tradition.
Our lives revolve around
images, with words acting
merely a s symbols for Images.
However, Images change over
the years, and our memory of
occasions is radically different
from what actually happened.
For example, here are some
images from my Liberty.
Convocation:
Rustling: of
clothes, the combined quiet
coughs and small movements
of thousands of people a
muted crescendo. When the
preacher realizes that th Is
giant room will never fall completely silent, he speaks.
Seeming small; b u t loud from
up In the crowd, the preacher;
appeals to the; audience^ emotions and beliefs, and the people respond in low rumbles,
presumably agreeing with him,
Overhead the glaring lights
radiate down upon u s sinners,
and we hunch in our blue
plastic chairs* bonded by our
iniquity and o u r common
beliefs. I am overwhelmed by
the fact that the majority of
these people share ray faith
and morals. As we shout out
the closing song, I look around
the Vines and marvel.
Loss: We all sit against the
cement walls, shocked Into
silence by the gruesome news.
"Both
parents in
six:
raonths,"
murmurs ripple
down the hall.
Prayers are offered, condolences given.
Although he raay not know
it, he is far from alone in his
grief
Love: Could the stars be
brighter tonight? Tm not sure,
but anything seems possible
tonight I walk along, raulllng::
over everything that she said,
Starting up the stairs to my
dorm, 1 break Into a rusty, but
heartfelt rendition of the
Beatles* "She loves you." The
several guys who are sitting on
the steps, sunirnming chords;
cast a strange look my Way,
but I don't care.
The Future: A packed room.
There is Just no other way to
describe this scene. Almost 60
college students and professors and one baby covering
every available bit of furniture
and floor space. The two guitarists lead the praise songs,
alternating languages occasionally.
After the singing, someone
suggests that the seniors
stand and tell what they plan
to do after graduation, In the
midst of their peers, each
stands and tells who they are,
What their major Is and what
their plans are. The only common ground between these
students from all over the
world, from all different
majors, Is their common lack
of purposeFour years after that rubbish-stained letter. 1 view the
trail behind rae with mixed
emotions. There were good
tiroes and bad. and although 1
am desperate for a dry fleece
right now, I'm glad I tried the
Liberty Way.

£ wrofeea/n/ trlfr
By MARIANNE GILLESPIE
Life! Reporter
inal exams loom Just around
the corner and s t u d e n t s are
gearing u p for exciting
a d v e n t u r e s this summer. From
part-time Jobs to s u m m e r camps,
LU's s t u d e n t s will spend their
time doing a variety of activities.
However, one lucky g r o u p of
Liberty s t u d e n t s will tour three of
Europe's largest cities In a 10-day
tour led by Dr. Robert Adklns,
dean of the school of b u s i n e s s and
government.
Approximately 50 Liberty stud e n t s will take p a r t in the
Educational F o u n d a t i o n ' s (EF)
tour which will visit Berlin, Paris
and London as a part of Adklns'
10th annual trip.
On May 18, this summer's trip
will begin In Berlin, Germany, a
highlight
which will center
around
the
Kaiser
Wilhelm
Gedachtnlsklrche, a cathedral
bombed during World War II.
"It really hits the young people as
to the devastation of war," said
Adklns.
S t u d e n t s will vividly see this
devastation, portrayed by the
crumbling remains of the Iron
Curtain, also know a s the Berlin
Wall. After spending two nights In
Berlin, the group will Journey
overnight by train to Amsterdam,
Holland.
Towering
windmills,
Dutch
cheese, tulip farms and a diamond cutting factory will allow
s t u d e n t s to experience the Dutch
culture.
After leaving Amsterdam, the
s t u d e n t s will briefly visit NATO
headquarters
in
Brussels,
Belgium. Then, they are on their
way to the city of love.

F

offers

&lakt&eelria_, academic

Paris offers many Impressive
sights. For the r o m a n t i c s , the
Eiffel Tower a n d the Louvre
remain popular attractions, while
the Notre Dame Cathedral and
Palace of Versailles bring textbooks to life for the more hlstorlcally-mlnded.
After crossing the
English
Channel, the group will stop In
London. The group plans to venture
on
a
pilgrimage
to
Canterbury,
reminiscent
of
Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales."
For those who love to shop, the
tour Includes a visit to Harrod's
Department Store, the equivalent
of a commercialized palace.
It contains anything a person
could desire. The shopper Is only
limited by availability of funds.
Especially a s t o n i s h i n g to the
American shopper Is the variety of
toys In Harrod's toy department,
which is Adklns' favorite part.
Where else could one find a lifesized stuffed tiger?
With all of these once-ln-a-lifettme sights to see, any s t u d e n t
would love to go on s u c h a trip.
"Every year I look forward to it,"
said Adklns, who made his first
trip to Europe In 1967, and he h a s
never forgotten I t
He believes s t u d e n t s should go
b e c a u s e It Is an "Introduction
and orientation to other cultures."
He also feels that It Is a "lifetime
experience."
The witnessing opportunities LU
s t u d e n t s receive are an added
b o n u s of the trip.
The tour guides and other foreigners they meet see the difference in the s t u d e n t s , according to
Adklns. He brings Gideon New
Testaments to hand out to those
interested In learning more a b o u t
the Gospel.

Douo KRUHM

S t u d e n t s can sign u p for BUSI
497, an International Business
Practlcum, If they are Interested
In receiving academic credit hours
for the trip.
Adklns requires the s t u d e n t s to
write a paper, tailored to each
Individual's major.
The reward for all of this work Is
the advancement of three credit
h o u r s toward a m u c h - d e s i r e d
diploma.
While this year's tour is full,
Adkins encourages s t u d e n t s to
sign up for next year's trip before
the end of the semester.
The next trip Is a 14-day tour of
Britain, France, Switzerland and
Italy, scheduled for May 17-31,
1999. So, what are your plans for
the s u m m e r ?

It won't

By LORI BRIDGEWATER
Life! Reporter

J

ennifer Knapp's musical testimony began four
years ago with God molding both her and her
music. Knapp's ministry focuses on the church and
non-believers In two different ways, says Knapp.
First, there is a need for honesty In the church. "The
older we get as Christians, the harder It is for us to go to
the alter," said Knapp. "In the newness of being a
Christian, It's no holds barred. We run to God every time
we can, and as we get older, we don't want people to
know that we struggle."
Jennifer Knapp wants to put honesty back in the forefront of her life. No matter what she's done, she wants to
continue to go before God in confession and seek His
mercy and grace.
Second, Knapp wants to show that same honesty and
grace as a believer so that her life can be an evangelistic
tool. Non-believers have come to her after listening to her
music and said, "Oh, that's what life Is really like. I don't
have to be perfect. I can truly come to God and understand that He's actually going to forgive me." These are
the things that encompass what Knapp wants to be doing
In ministry as a whole.
One of the major ways Knapp has been preparing for
this ministry is by studying holiness. For Knapp, holiness Involves worshipping God and being able to Identify
God. During this tour, she has begun to understand what
the scriptures say about being holy as God Is holy.
"Here we are on cruise control," said Knapp. "I've
cleaned up my life and I'm a pretty good Christian, but

ere
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PRAISING A HOLY GOD — Jennifer Knapp
o p e n e d for t h e Audio Adrenaline c o n c e r t .
there's no active pursuit. God says to be holy as I am
holy, and I had no clue how to pursue holiness."
Knapp pointed out that the Scripture does say we are

BEYOND LIBERTY
— A British guard
i s c a u g h t o n film
i n front of
Buckingham
Palace during t h e
1997 business
d e p a r t m e n t trip
(above). An i c o n
of Paris. T h e
Eiffel Tower i s
o n e of t h e m o r e
r o m a n t i c highlights of t h e
Educational
F o u n d a t i o n trip
(left).

the righteousness of God In Christ Jesus, but we are also
supposed to mirror our life after Him.
"I have to be able to look to God, look to His holiness
and attributes, and It comes off in worship," said Knapp.
"Worshipping God is not just the raising of hands and
singing a song- It's truly seeing the face of God," she said.
Knapp spent the last year reading a Psalm a day, trying to figure out why David had the heart to seek God
and the characteristics of God mentioned repeatedly by
David.
"God kind of blew my theory out of the water In that we
can worship God any way that we want," said Knapp. "I
saw in scripture that people were falling on their faces,
worshipping God. Boom! They just fell on their faces
because they saw a holy God. They saw God and they
had no choice!" she said.
"In my definition," said Knapp, "it comes out as seeing
the attributes of God and having no choice but to worship Him. We get excited about making an "A" on a test,
and we can't really fake that. You can go, 'Oh, yeah, I got
an "A" on a test,' but when it really moves you, when
you're excited about It, you're running around, throwing
the paper and saying, "Yee-haw, I studied so hard on this
and now I know the answers," she said. "That's kind of
the way God Is, and I think that's how true worship
comes out with Him.
To be honest, this Is a lesson Jennifer Knapp has Just
started to learn. She can remember times when she's
honestly worshiped Him, and she can remember times
when It was just routine.
Said Knapp, "I want to be so moved by His worship, not
for a cool feeling in my heart, but for the love and desire
to truly give Him the glory He deserves."
'

''

Coffee Talks:
and Pant Pardi Listens
By BEN MIXIENJDAHL
Life! Reporter .

M
A CAFFEINE 0AJJS ~~ Espressway
Cafe owner Paw Panti serve* it up.

orning class Anally ends and
you stroll through DeMoss Hall
to discover a crowd of people.
Moving closer you wonder what the
cause of the
gathering might be,
Looking up, you behold an oasis called
Espressway CafeThe cafe is the source of delicious
bagels, croissants, mufllns and cookies,
Which constitute breakfast for many
early-rising Liberty students.
If you need an extra boost of energy or
your nose catches the delectable aroma
of freshly brewed coffee, come on over to

Espressway Cafe where Pam Pardi runs
her beanery.
Three years ago, the comer of DeMoss
that now contains Espressway Cafe was
first renovated for the coffee shop. Pardi
graduated from Liberty In 1995 and sur^
prisingly never took a business class.
She managed the cafe for two years
before buying the business for approximately $20,000.
Pardi says her favorite aspects of the
business are the Liberty atmosphere,
being her own boss and food service in
general. This fonner employee of Liberty
food service said that her Job at the eofte
shop becomes easier when she can rely
on past experience.
Pardt finds the off-campus aspect of

her business to be the most difficult
Her work load tops 50 hours per week
With weekly activities such as bookkeeping and buying supplies, The job is well
worth the effort, though, when she casts
a pleased smlk toward the cafe and realizes what it means to operate a business
she can call her own,
Expanding the business is a tentutlve
hope for Pardi, but this now experienced
businesswoman realizes the uncertainty
of the business world,
The next time you're craving a caffeine
boost, stop by the Espressway Cafe.
Pardt and all the workers who built the
business from the bottom up are ready
to serve up your favorite cup of Joe.

*
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Adios, so long, hasta la
vista, we're outta here!
This issue is the last hurrah for the bulk of the Champion staff. We're losing
editor in chief Matt Swinehart, sports editor Laurelei Miller, LIFE! editors Randy
* King and Becky Walker and ad manager DougKruhrn to graduation. We also lose
News editor Jason Ingram and photography editors Sarena Beasley and Lezah
Crosby to other school activities.
Next issue a whole new staff takes over. The rest of us are outta here^ if readers have problems with the paper, call someone else. If mistakes..are made; its.
not our fault. We cannot be held responsible for any further reports 6f school
protests or SGA charges and counter-charges. The underclassmen get the whole
ball of wax in their laps. Enjoy!?
Four years have been about enough. It's been fun, but we're ready to face new
challenges. Resumes and job applications are taking the place of add-droj> forms
and financial aid requests. Business red tape will soon replace the business office
line as public enemy number one.
We're Just about ready to reach the platform and get our diplomas. It's time
now to savor the rewards for four years of hard work. No more all-nighters In
DeMoss 110. No more noon Monday deadlines. No more runs to Danville to the
printer's office. No more desperate attempts to catch up on some sleep.
Yes, it's going to be great We still have to get through finals, but there's a light
at the end of the tunnel now. May 9 couldn't come soon enough. In the meantime, the Champion is now someone else's responsibility. We're outta here!

They say it's not over till
it's over. They're right.
The SGA elections were supposed to be over by now. The exhausted candidates were supposed to be able to sleep and eat for the first time in days.
But for two presidential candidates, there's no rest for the weary. The first
round of the election has ended in a runoff.
While Richard Younts a n d Michael Kostiew can begin settling into their
new jobs, Alfred Thompson and Jeff Coleman have to keep oh for yet
another week. Coleman garnered 41 percent of t h e vote to Thompson's 38
percent, while April Foster a n d Laurie Battle divided the remainder.
Foster and Battle's supporters can expect to be the subjects of furious
campaigning for part of the next week, as the two surviving candidates
strive for the decisive advantage. It's going to be a tiring week, and n o t J u s t
for the candidates.
For those who haven't yet made u p their minds, we encourage you to
carefully study the candidates* platforms. See which candidate best represents what you want in an SGA president. Don't vote for personalities or
slogans. Whichever candidate will best fulfill the job of president should
earn your vote.
Congratulations to Younts and Kostiew o n their victories, and t o Battle,
Foster a n d Howard Thomas on well-run campaigns. Good luck to
Thompson and Coleman next Monday.
We're anxious to see how It t u r n s out: almost a s anxious a s we are to get
it all over with. Vote carefully; be informed. Bring on Monday ...

Quotes of the week...
"In everything you do, put God first, and He will direct you and crown your
efforts with success."
— Proverbs 3:6
"'Impossible' is a word only to be found in the dictionary of fools.'
— Napoleon Bonaparte
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit
letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 40Q words
and must be typed and signed. Letters
appearing in the Liberty Forum do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Champion's editorial board or Liberty
University.
Also, all articles, except editorials,
bear the endorsement of the author,
solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject or edit any letter received,
according to the Champion stylebook,
taste and the Liberty University mission statement. The deadline for letters
Is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address letters to "Editor,
Champion" and drop them off in DH
110 or mail to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, 1971 University
Blvd., Lynchburg, VA 24506.

Now you can waive your
right to my opinion
Last but not least, we're losing Jason to
I can't believe it It seems like IVe only
been writing for a few weeks. Already the Light ministries. With his voice, we probayear Is over, and next week this space will bly shouldVe lost him before. Light will be
much the better with him singing tenor,
belong to someone else.
Next semester I'll be taking over the but It's our loss. I have big shoes to fill.
So it's Just Jen and me left. Jen's movNews section, and leaving Opinion In the
capable hands of Suzanne McDuffle. ing from Copy edttor to Big Cheese. I have
She'll do fine, but gosh, I'm gonna miss no doubt she'll handle it fine; I'm Just not
having 900 words worth of space every sure I want the discipline she'll Impose!
week. It's a bit intoxicating to have Jen likes it done right, and on time.
someone stop you and say he's read Expect to see a tightly-run ship next
your column. Usually, readers either semester. It'll be fun!
hate mine or enjoy it. Hopefully It's at
I owe Mrs. Huff a big thank-you. I'm
least been food for thought.
responsible for more than my share of her
It reminds me of a conversation my dad new gray hairs this semester, but she's let
and my brother Nate had recently. me keep a Job here. Thanks for tolerating
Actually, they weren't supposed to be con- an Idealist YouVe really made school a
versing; they were watching a Western and great experience.
Dad, true to form, was criticizing the actSo what have I learned this past year?
ing abilities of the characters. Nate finally Several key things.
complained that he'd like to hear the
I think I'm beginning to understand
movie. Dad replied that he had a right to Journaltsts. We're idealists who want to
his opinion. "True," Nate agreed, "but I'd change the world. We hate to keep our
like to waive my right to your opinion."
opinion out of our journalism, preferring
Congratulations. Next week, you can to use the power of the pen to affect
finally waive your right to my
reform. Any suggestion of what
thoughtful commentary.
we ought to write meets a chilly
The weekly trip of opinion
reception. Journalists tend to
writing isn't all I'll miss. The
want to change the powers that
whole staff will be different next
be, rather than ingratiating
year. Graduation is claiming
themselves with them. No wonmost of the staff.
der so many news types are
I'm gonna miss having Matt
good liberals.
here as the Big Cheese. He's
I'm learning to deal with deadeasy to work for; maybe too RICK
line pressures, which I'll have to
much so. Almost anyone else BOYER
get used to in Journalism. Boy,
would Ve lost his temper long I M ^ M wmmm have I had practice!
ago, trying to deal with this staff
I'm learning to be scrupuunder Monday deadline pressure. He's lously accurate and to have plenty of
been great to work for. Thanks, Matt
documentation for what I say or write.
I'll miss Smiley a lot, too. (That's Most of this comes from bitter experiLaurelei Miller, In case you can't tell from ence. Try debating Jen sometime with
her picture). She keeps us from each oth- nothing but a strongly held opinion!
ers' throats on Mondays; she's the only Even when I'm prepared, I seldom win
one who's still smiley by noon. The (though I'm still sure I'm right, Jen).
Champion office Is going to lose its sunI've relearned Davy Crockett's maxim,
shine this summer.
"Be sure you're right, then go ahead."
Our Life staff Is gone, too. Randy is the I'm becoming concerned more with
only one here who can compete with me in being accurate than popular. It seems to
the sarcasm department His scathing wit be working really well!
will be missed. Plus, without the constant
I'm grateful for the opportunity IVe
squabbling between his Minnesota loyal- had over the last year. Of all the things
ties and Jennifer Plllath's Wisconsin sym- I'd like to do in life, I'm doing i t Few
pathies, life will be a bit more boring guys are lucky enough to do what they
around here.
love, get a scholarship for doing It, and
Losing Becky Walker as my deskmate college credit besides.
next semester will be really strange. I think
Looking back, 1 wouldn't change
she's more Interested in my relationship much. It's'been a huge learning curve;
with my girlfriend than anyone else I IVe had tons of fun; IVe said my piece.
know. This strikes me as funny since the
I've tried (with a few humorous exceptwo ladies have only met once, but she
tions) to pick important things that I felt
keeps looking for the latest hot details. I
needed to be said. I hope something
keep disappointing her — I'm kind of boralong the way has been of use to someing, In fact — but she's going to miss me, I
one. Newswritlng will be fun, but boy,
mean I'm going to miss her, anyway.
how I'll miss this.
Sarena Beasley and Lezah Crosby are
Thanks for reading my diatribes.
leaving us to pursue their senior seasons Thanks for the compliments, the conunimpaired with late night Champion structive criticism, for caring enough to
sessions. Minus their capable work, we'll respond. It's been the fulfillment of a
have some big holes to fill.
dream. Psalm 34:8.

Final thoughts
from your friendly
editor in chief
I Just didn't know what to write. No
pristine flashes of creativity flowed from
my feeble mind through my fingertips
and on to the page. For the life of me, I
couldn't figure out what I wanted to say
with my final collegiate column.
I mean ... how do you sum up, in Just
550 word, four years of college life?
What thoughts do I leave with my future
alma matter?
Saying it was fun would be a half truth.
Sure, I remember plenty of times I
wished would last forever: Spring breaks
in Orlando with
the tennis team;
talking about nothing of any importance until 3 a.m.
in my dorm room;
and
snowball
fights at nfght to
name a few.
However, contrary to a popular
slogan,
Liberty MATT
isn't "a party that SWINEHART
never, never ends.'
As you former CFAW freshmen may have
discovered, there aren't beach parties In
Marriott too often. And if you're especially bright you've realized that they correspond directly with College for a
Weekend. In case you were wondering,
the nearest beach is three-and-a-half
hours from Liberty.
Any senior can attest to the fact that, ff
you spend every weekend at Movies Ten
or David's Place, youll soon be spending
your weekends flipping burgers and
politely asking, "would you like fries with
that?" There's work to be done.
I've devoted countless afternoons,
evenings and early mornings to staying
Just a little behind in my courses, which
brings me to my next point
College life goes by quickly.
It seems like only yesterday when I
filled out surveys In GNED, took
Scantron tests and traded tall tales
about the "star" athlete I used to be In
high school with the 50 other former
"star" athletes on my hall.
Staying up late at night to play
Nintendo games with my roommate
seemed pretty logical. Now, my game
controllers Just collect dust, and surfing
every Job search engine to ever occupy
cyber space has since occupied my free
time.
I have to schedule time to schedule
my time. To my professors, I must seem
like the poster boy for procrastination,
but I'm too busy to do any modeling.
Before I can catch my breathe, I'll be
buying Craftmatic adjustable beds and
paying teenage boys to shovel snow from
my driveway. I really will wait 20 minutes before swimming, and body functions I now take for granted will keep my
cupboards full of Depends, which brings
me to my next point...
The more things change,
the more they stay the same
Twenty-five years ago. Liberty
University
wasn't
even
Liberty
University. It was Liberty Baptist
College and It's administration was trying to figure out how to handle the
Influx of 120 new freshmen for the fall,
'73 semester.
Now, that small Baptist college Is "the
world's most exciting university," and
the administration is still trying to figure
out how to handle the Incoming freshman class.
Three years ago, I waited for a refund
from the Business Office. Now, I'm still
waiting for a refund. I think the computers are down again.
Four years back I stood a wide-eyed
freshman — gazing into a new world to
explore. Now, my eyes gaze wearily into
the real world — a clean canvas on
which to leave my best Impressions.
"What am I doing here?" I asked one
year ago in my first column — ready to
leave after a particularly rough weekend. Now, I'm ready to leave after a particularly tough year.

Cartoonist's Corner
IHACTTHEV

ComAHDMENTS,
PlUM&

WrSfS A L L \ H£V...\F I HAVE TO PAY
—
'^RaiMEALS-WoR-mOF,
Poop, PMGoiNGTofAT

21 MEALHtofl-HOF

FOOD!
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COMMENTARY
Disabilities act should protect people
By SUZIE FULKS
Champion Editorialist

Every fatal, contagious disease In the history of America
has been quarantined, with the
exception of AIDS. Not only are
HIV and AIDS Infected persons
allowed every Inalienable right,
but they are also on the verge
of earning disability rights.
Despite her potential danger
to society, one woman Is pushing the first lawsuit against
medical self-protection policies
under the premise that
her
AIDS infection qualifies for
protection as a disability.
Four years ago, Sidney
Abbott was diagnosed with a
cavity during a routine checkup at Dr. Randon Bragdon's
Maine dentist office. Abbott
had Indicated on her patient
form that she was HIV positive.
Bragdon stated he would perform the filling at a local hospital because of his Infectious-

disease policy. He would also symptoms, should be considered woman's ability to be sexually
disabled under the Americans active and to bear children.
charge an extra $150.
At the appeals court, the
Two months later, Abbott with Disabilities Act (ADA). It
slapped him with a lawsuit would seem like a cut and dried Judge ruled that Abbott was
because he refused treatment in case In favor of the Maine den- disabled because she was limithis office to protect himself from tist, since he was acting for the ed in her "major life activity" of
protection of himself and those procreation. Bragdon's lawyer,
the AIDS virus.
J o h n McCarthy, said that
Why Is there a question here? around him.
But his defense, unfortunately, under the disability law, people
Bragdon was more than willing
to fix the tooth In a hospital, was rejected twice in lower who are impotent or infertile
which would ensure • M ^ ^ M H BHBIMBMB courts and is now are not covered and are not
in the hands of the considered disabled.
safety to those
"The future will Supreme
Abbott's lawyer retorted that
Court of
Involved.
I
be very scary if the United States, AIDS cannot be compared to
Abbott's lawyers
whose decision Is impotence or infertility because
claim that Bragdon
this trend
expected in July of AIDS is fatal and incurable and
acted excessively,
continues."
can be passed to other people.
this year.
because there h a s
As Supreme Court Justices
This Is the first
never been a documented case of a dentist con- AIDS-related case to be under recently argued over the case,
tracting the virus from a consideration of the court and Justices David H. Souter and
patient. But, according to the this is the first time the ADA has Antonin Scalia raised an interCenters for Disease Control, been heard at this level in Its esting point: being sexually
active and bearing children is a
there are seven cases where eight-year existence.
dental workers contracted the
Abbott's lawyer, Bennett H. "moral choice", not a factual
disease and the source of Infec- Klein, believes people with HIV physical limitation.
tion was undetermined.
It certainly is a moral choice. A
should always be considered disThe main Issue of this federal abled because the disease is conta- person with HIV is not legally
lawsuit Is whether someone who gious and fatal. He says HTV also deterred from physical activities
Is HIV positive, but has no visible severely Inhibits an infected such as child bearing, but they

^ ^ ^Ckln^s pvett miss

5o,L£T Ke 6er T H I S SrRAi6Hr (M tM
ORPETR To fzcrrecT you& o^
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AMP SAfETfy, You v5u66£STFP THAT
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must choose not to conduct such
actions to prevent the spread of
the AIDS virus to their partner or
their future children.
If Abbott wins at the Supreme
Court, it is going to open up a
can of worms In the future as to

who should be under the ADA.
What is going to be next? The
future will be very scary if this
trend continues, because It Is
going to be more acceptable
than ever to make excuses for
one's lifestyle.

^ Q ^ AIMS we won t

i

Mat-riot's wondrous variety of 35 cereal brands. (Mom never
buys the sugar kind)

IB

The beautiful trails of Candlers Mountain right next door —
now, it's time to go back to the city.
Computer labs. Sure, they're frustrating, but having access to
computers without buying one will be missed.

wmti

E

Free Concerts. Where else can you hear the excellent acoustic
echo effect of great bands such as Sixpence and Out of Eden?

E

The familiar faces of alt our friends. They have become like
family.

M S Derek's cartoons. When every one is complaining, he has a way
I of making us laugh at our frustrations.

03
SI
SI

Resident Assistants (that's what RA stands for). Making
our own dress and curfew decisions will be great!!
LUPD. It'll be nice not to find telltale yellow slips under
the windshield wiper anymore.
Business Office. Oh, the |oy of waiting In line for five
hours for the pleasure of coughing up our life savings.
Annual Newsong Concert; Prom bagpipes to violins, ho
one can say they're not creative.

S3

Rain. Leaving North America's only tropical rainforest
will be dry to say the least.
Phone Line Jams. There's nothing better than dialing 20
numbers, just to find 20 busy signals.

S]

Basketball player is above the law
By CHRIS WILLIAMS
Champion Editorialist
In a decision as ridiculous as it was
unbelievable, NBA arbitrator J o h n
Feerlck reversed the suspension of basketball player Latrell Sprewell, and
reinstated Sprewell's contract. A penalty of 68 games and $6.4 million in lost
salary is proportionate with the severity
of the misconduct, according to Feerlck.
For those who don't know, Sprewell
plays (played?) for the Golden State
Warriors basketball team. On Dec.
1,1997, he attacked his coach during
practice, choking and punching him.
This prompted the team to cancel
Sprewell's contract, worth $17.3 million.
The league also banned him for one year
from playing any NBA basketball.
Sprewell, his agent and the player's union
contested the judgement by forcing the
case to be decided by an arbitrator.
The decision effectively declares open
season on any person In authority. If a
coach benches a player, and the player
doesn't agree with it, the player may
beat up the coach until he gets what he
w a n t s . This is playground temper
tantrums and bullying at best. Feerlck
has, in essence, told all athletes t h a t If
they have talent, they may do whatever
they want, whenever they want.
What about the message this sends to
younger a t h l e t e s ? If a player can
assault a coach, how can one fault him
for assaulting anyone? Younger athletes
may view this as another means of getting what they want.
Feerlck had the audacity to say that
this decision conveys a message that
violence In the NBA will be dealt with
severely. The only message this decision
conveys Is that the teams and the
league cannot condemn violence in a
way that would prevent it from occurring again. NBA Commissioner David
Stern said, "you cannot strike your boss
and still hold your Job, unless you play
in the NBA."

In the real world, if Sprewell had choked
his boss at McDonalds, he would have
been fired on the spot. If he had choked
a woman, he would be in prison right now.
But because Sprewell choked a man and
plays basketball, he still gets to keep
almost $11 million of his contract.
In addition to
the stupidity of
it, Feerlck's decision goes against
the views of the
majority of America.
In a USA Today
poll, 75 percent
MANJ
of r e s p o n d e n t s
disagreed
with
the arbitrator's
decision. 89 percent said t h a t
Sprewell should
not be allowed to
play
for
the
Warriors. •
With his decision, Feerlck is
telling these people t h a t their
opinions are all
wrong. The player's union Is also
telling the fans
t h a t It doesn't
care what the
fans think. The
high-handedness
that the union is
showing exemplifies how out of
touch with the
fans it really is.
In this shameful episode, there
were no winners,
only losers. The
league and the
team were and
still are correct in
the way they handled
Sprewell's

actions In the begininning of this episode.
Unfortunately, Sprewell has shown
that athletes cannot be held responsible
for their actions. This sends a disturbing message to the people of America —
especially to those In authority. The NBA
must be held accountable for this.
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Being a parent is a big job
not paying attention to their
By BRUCE COLLIER
needs, parents exude certain
Champion Editorialist
danger signals.
Ignoring these signals has nega*
As a general rule, parents to
the 90s have h a n d e d over live effects, often leaving children
much of their responsibility to to seek attention from outside the
institutions like the school home. Qnce they start seeking the
system, churches and anyone attention they desire so badly,
else who would like to teach they find It! Sometimes it's not the
kind they need.
their children something.
This is truly a $ad thing,
Take, for example; the rise-off!
Which helps to explain the cur- gangs in our country, is it not
rent s tat us at America's youth. Igtcal that if life was better at
With drug use, pregnancy, vio- home, kids would feel less need
lence and alcoholism all o n t h e to find acceptance to ihe gang?
rise
among
America's Parents often aren't doing every*
teenagers, one question m u s t thing they can to have consistent
be asked; Just
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ relationships with
k where a r e t h e
their children.
"parents need to
parents,?
AH too often,
p a r e n t s fail to
In many cases,;
wake up and
consider the coat
it seems
that
realize that the and the sacrifice
parents
thh|k
t h a t their teens
way they treat demanded of those
who choose to
are *tpp gootir to
on
the i
be involved in their children* , » take
reponslbtllUes of
the it: harmful
is shaping
parenting,
activities.
society, *
T h e Bible does::
In many other , ••::••• ••••.-•::••••••••• >r~>>*>«*~~>*>>>r~
cases, parents suffer from apa- not J u s t give a pleasant sug>
thy when (Healing with their gesMon when it says i n !
children. They j u s t don't care, Proverbs to "train up a child in .
or they are too busy, Neither the way he should go a n d
when he Is old, he will not
excuse is acceptable.
r
p a r e n t s need to wake up and depart Irom if- The fact is, the
realize that the way they treat verse h a s a blessing In it,
their children and the princi- Parents who do a fine job raistheir
children
are
ples they instill in their chil- ing
dren (whether taught directly promised that their efforts will
Or learned by observation) are not be In vain.
shaping society in monumenHowever, the problem Is that
tal ways.
too tew parents are rising to the
Whether or not they want to level of responsibility It takes to
be, parents are rQle^models. be good parents. And.until (hey
H's true, they may not be the change this trend of poor parbest type of role-model, b u t enting, the parents should not
thsy are ro!e-moetel$ nonethe- he surprised at the conse~
less- By Ignoring their kids, quenees that will only become
hot giving them affection and worse In the future.
tin
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Coffee House

Best of the Best

(Above) Wave your hands in the air - Ingrid picked up the pace at the Valentine's Coffee
House. Wonder what she'll do on Friday? (Right) The Mountain Music Boys brought some
country dancin' to last semester's Coffee House. They plan on cuttin' the rug again this Friday.

Friday
April 24,1 Show, 11pm

Outside
on Intramural field

Free Admission!

Free Food & Drinks!

SjSlSjSSKSggS

iiiiiiiiiii

Geoff Moore, Out of Eden
— & Small Town Poets
April 30th

to
Students

Last Blast Party
A Saturday, v\

i

May 2

>. %tramural|
\ Field i

'•v

V»—

CM r s ^ X W £r&c mjofice l^^cm^ft^^

OR visit our web site at: www.liberty.edurstudntlf
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McClellan's just a boy of summer
tion two weeks before school started. I decided to pack everything I
C h a m p i o n Reporter
would need at college and decide
Dress code? Rules? The Liberty where to go while on vacation,"
Way? What's all this about? McClellan said. "1 chose Liberty,
When the Flames Junior first base- so on the way home my parents
man Ryan McClellan Initially dropped me off here."
stepped onto
Ryan started playing baseball
the campus of
when he was Just 6 years old. He
L i b e r t y
played for the Pee-Wee League in
University,
Butler. By the time he reached
these were his
Butler High School, a large public
first thoughts.
school, he was a three sport ath"When I first
lete. "I played baseball, basketball
got here, all I
and football," McClellan said.
had was TMcClellan credits his dad as the
shirts
and
major influence in his athletic
shorts. I didn't
success. "He was the coach of all
know about Ryan McClellan
of my summer league teams. I
the dress code
learned everything I know from
and rules. I had to go to the mall him," McClellan said. The elder
and get some shirts and ties," McClellan was also a standout
McClellan said.
athlete at Pitt University, where he
Although
the 21-year-old played baseball and basketball.
Until this season, Ryan played a
McClellan is now in the midst of
a successful baseball career, back up role to starting first baseLiberty wasn't his foremost man, Mark Reed and also filled
the designated hitter spot. Reed's
choice for college.
The Butler, Penn. native had eligibility was up this year, which
offers from Geneva College and gave McClellan the chance he had
Butler
Community mmammmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, been waitCollege to play basketing for.
ball and baseball, and '"When I first got here "I
feel
he planned on choosing all I had was T-shirts confident
between the two.
t
first
and shorts ... I had to abase.
J u s t a few weeks
I was
go to the mall."
before the start of the
a little bit
1995
school
year,
hesitant
McClellan talked to for— Ryan McClellan last year,
mer LU Head Coach
— i ^ — — — — — — — but now
Johnny Hunton. Following the dis- I've settled into the spot,"
cussion, Ryan was left with a major McClellan stated.
decision to make, and not much
He also learned a lot from his
time to make It
years as Reed's back up. "He
"My family and I went on vaca- showed me a lot of things, when I
By MARK HOGSED

TED WOOLFORD

HAPPY PUTTS FOR PAR — The Liberty University golf
team has played in some of the top tournaments in the
nation which should have prepared them for the BSC.

was an underclassman, that have
helped me. I respect him for that,"
McClellan continued.
So what does the future hold for
Ryan McClellan?
Well, he's a math major, planning on going into secondary education, but like every college athlete he would love to get drafted
into the pros. But, who would he
play for? "IVe always wanted to
play for the Cleveland Indians,"
McClellan boasted.

., Stt»«iEn9fo«*Mo«' M

Landrey said. "We need to
focus on the event Itself and we
should do line. I think the
competition will be good for us
to see how we stack up when it
all counts.'
The favorites for this year's
tourney are perennial powers
Coastal Carolina and Wlnthrop.
The conference tournament is
making a course change from
being held in Myrtle Beach,
S.C., for the past few years, to
Greenwood, S.C., at the
Greenwood Country Club.

The Big South Tournarnent is
the culmination of a long season
for the Flames. However, after
the tournament, LU has one
more outing at the Penn SteLte
Invitational next week.
Coach Landrey has made
some changes for next year's
team schedule. Liberty will be
transferring from disWet three
to district two, which will add
even greater competition. With
an Influx of young talent, the
team will say goodbye to seniors
Daniel Willis, Jared Albert, Andy
Braddock, Jiistln Jennings and
Mark Setsrria

Make
Reservations
ENGINE
INE-UP SPECIAL

i

Maintenance Tune-ups •From:
From:
i
$44.90*

$29.90*

|

6 Cyl. 44.90* '
8 Cyl. 54.90* [
B

$34.90
Thrust
Angle
Alignment

Labor

j
•

I
]
Plus Parts
• Install new disc brake
pads only
• Inspect rotors. Turning j
included.
4 Wheel
-Add fluid as needed
•
Alignment
• Inspect master cylinder!
II
& brake
'Test drive vehicle
1
Rear shims and
• Semi-metal lie pads
installation.
add'l
Labor extra, if required.
• Some foreign cars,
trucks & vans add'l

• Some vans,
pick-ups, transverse & j
hard to tune engines Ij
additional
I
• Checking luel &
I
emissions system
I
• Install spark plugs
[
• Inspect filters, belts j
& hoses
|
•Check& set timing, j
carburetor & speed
J
• Measure exhaust
•
emissions
• 12000 ml.,12 month
guarantee whichever
mmesllrst
J_ Coupon Exp. 5/5/98 ' ! Coupon Exp. 5/5/98

C.HANI IF S

• From:

$44.90

J

Coupon Exp. 5/5/98

Official VA State Motor Vehicle Inspection Station #6579
General Service £ Repair-More Than Just Our Name
3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. Of River Ridge Mall)

I

$18.90
• Replace Oil Filters
• Lubricate chassis

• Free Vehicle
Maintenance
Inspection

Coupon Exp. 5/5/98

2394902
Mon-Frl 8-6,Sal 8-4

nth Unlimited

Mindboggle
Video Arcade

ooo

River Ridge Mall

visits $10 '&•."
s $20 aa
its $40*>
tts
$60^

($.50 value.with coupon, limit one per person per day)
Sunday • Thursday Only
Exp: 4/30/98

m

,

a a a nasi mam • • • • * • * • * • * • • ****

i

Guaranteed!
xercise Gym

mm

ffl/fflto^%

UHSBH^

no contracts
no down payments

"The Spirit of the Mountain"

845-8169
014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501

announces
ftUDIiTiiONSIRORlFJEUDTCOMMANDER

OPEN
7-9
8 -6

SPECIAL

This coupon good
for 2 FREE games

I B

Hills Plaza
2132 Wards Rd.
Across From Wendy's
237-9877

BRAKE

tDbtorlw

i l i l b t OH Change,Luba « Filter |
Early [^
with Purchase Of a Tune-Up
\

[MINDBOGGLE

;

COIN WUNDM

,i—r-n—i-1 T i r e Rotation & Balance •

„.,„.. . „ . _

AVAILABLE

Golf nears end f o r LU
— continued from page 12

McClellan is currently a Junior
at LU. He enjoyed a successful '97
campaign with the Flames, batting .311 in 43 games with seven
homers and 23 RBIs. This year,
McClellan has already played in
40 of Liberty's 45 games (as of
April 18) and has posted a .349
average, nine home-runs, 10 doubles and 28 RBIs. He is also currently third overall on the team
with a .706 slugging percentage.

M - Sat
Sunday

on

Camp Hope Haven
is looking for Summer Camp Workers

•

ONE FREE WASH IN DOUBLE LOADER

The following positions are available:

April 28, 1998

With Purchase Of 1 Load

COIN LAUNDRY
Hill Plaza
One Coupon Per Person Per Visit

• Camp Director

Applications are available in FA102

• Stable Manager
• Counselor

^NgWomo
(The best of

^s CLEAN LUBE
Africa
Africa)

"The place to be this
Trilay, April 24. 1998
s Oemoss

160-161

at 1.30 p.m.

SERVICE CENTER

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/Faculty Day $3 Off
• 18 p o i n t I n s p e c t i o n
• Transmission Service
• Tire Rotation
• No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y
• A u t o m a t i c Soft C l o t h Car Wash

• Maintenance
• Kitchen Help
Camp Hope Haven has been in existence for the
past 30 years. It is a Christian camp that provides
a free week of camping to needy children in the
Tidewater Area. Camp Hope Haven seeks to minister to the spiritual, physical and emotional needs
of the campers. Recreational activities include
swimming, horseback riding, putt-putt, and many

Tashion dhoW
b much more.

Tool
Music

Come avib be part of the

other sporting activities. Employment is available
Full Service
Oil Change

Exterior Automatic
Car Wash

Not G o o d w i t h A n y O t h e r O t l e r

Not G o o d w i t h A n y O i l i e r O t t e r

E x p i r e s 5-20-98

^African
'
w

$2.00

OFF

OFF

5 Quart Limit

E x p i r e s 5-20-98

r

Extra\/a$anza
'Qonatioyi

OPEN: MON. - FRI. 8-6
SAT. 8 - 5

8503 Timberlake Road
2 3 7 - 5771

from June 1 - August 7, 1998. (Some positions can
begin work in May).

For more information call:
Lee Anne Vaughan
(757)427-1500
Camp Hope Haven ~~ 3000 North Landing Road --Virginia Beach, VA 23456
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A closer look at Liberty's torture sports
The most orthodox mediod Is one
spin Inside die ring and then a
Champion Reporter
release. The object Is to throw die
disk as far as possible. The best way
Do you know what the hammer throw Is? Many of to do mis is to get as much power
you would probably guess that the hammer throw Is behind die tiirow and get enough
some kind of event Tim Taylor competes In on 'Tool air undemeatii die disk to carry it.
Time." My guess Is that very few of you know that It Is Hence the spin method.
The hammer is a little more coma track and field competiUon.
Fans who follow the track team know of the stellar plex. It Is not shaped in any way like
sprinting ability of Marlon Tanner or Andrew die tool you use to drive nails Into
McFadden, but how many of you know of Amy wood. It is a ball, the same size as a
Rodriguez's Incredible strength at throwing an eight shot, but it is connected to a cable
with a small handle
and a half pound ball over 40 feet In
fn^^^mmmm^m mmmmimmmmmm
at the opposite end
the shot put, or of decathlete James
"'These sports are
of die wire. This
Johnson's talent of hurling a Javelin
torture sports. I get a allows die athlete
over 165 feet?
to grip die handle
So what is a shot put? The shot Is
lot of personal
and give It two good
a 16-pound ball for the men and an
satisfaction out of it." whirls around their
eight-pound ball for the women.
head like a cowboy
The competitors stand In a ring
A m y R o d r i g u e z does a lasso, spin
about eight feet wide to begin and
diree times to put
hurl the ball as far as they can. A
good throw Is about 50 feet for die men and over 35 feet all their strength Into the tiirow,
and then release.
for tihe ladles.
A good tiirow Is about 45m or
Discus and die hammer throws are similar to die
shot p u t In fact, many of Liberty's athletes compete in about 150 feet for the men and
two or all three of these events. Sophomore Becky Scott about 35m or 115 feet for the
competes In die shot put and Javelin, while Junolr Amy women.
Throwing the javelin is similar to
Rodriguez Is at die top of die conference In all diree
throwing a spear. The competitor
events.
The discus Is a four-pound, appetizer-size saucer. gets a short running start, holding
The competitors stand In a ring, Just like In die shot put
V
d
and are allowed to tiirow die disk however tiiey choose. ^ T h r r u ^ e ?P u t e \ t °Sw h o l e bod

By JUSTIN HERZOG
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mtoitan^^s i"slrnil arto°theway which is used for the shot put competition. Bintz placed 11th overall on April 17-18 at the Big South
a quarterback throws a long pass in Track & Field Championships held here at Liberty University. Bintz is a sophomore from Seminole, Fla.

football. A Javelin thrown a little fararound the track about 10 times, and Jumping over
ther than a hammer Is considered a good throw.
four
f e e t h u n j i e s a«, y o u g o . Th e steeplechase is a very
The pole vault's name says it all. The competitor runs demanding sport and is physically exhausting.
with a pole a short distance to get his weight behind
Now die question arises, what makes someone
him and tries to vault himself over a bar at least 10 feet want to compete in such obscure and unpopular
above the ground by sticking the pole In a hole In the events? "Well, it's not for die excitement," said
ground when he reaches die bar and mats below.
Junior tiirower Amy Rodriguez. "God gave me a talThe object is to pick up enough speed and use ent and I trust in Him and try to use tiiat talent.
enough technique to vault himself over the bar without These sports are torture sports. I get a lot of pertouching it
sonal satisfaction out of it."
The length and weight of the pole is decided by the
LU Senior Marl Kong throws the javelin and also
weight and strength of the athlete. A good vault is competes In sprints. "I did not tiirow die Javelin until I
about 16 feet for the men and anything over 10 feet for got here, but I ran track in high school. My main event
the ladies.
is sprinting, but I was good at throwing things, so
The high Jump is similar to die pole vault in that Coach Tolsma asked me to tiirow die Javelin."
the object is to Jump as high as possible over a horiLiberty sophomore decathelete James Johnson has
zontal bar. This time, Uiough, different rules must be been Involved In track and field for over 10 years. " I
followed. No pole Is involved, but the jumpers get a competed in die high Jump at nationals when I was
short running start. They must Jump off only one leg, nine. My father got me Involved in track, and IVe done
and most turn tiieir back to the bar In die air to get well and enjoyed it"
more height. Touching die bar Is allowed, as long as
The triple Jump is quite similar to die long Jump. The
it does not fall.
athlete is allowed a short running start When he
The most obscure sport may be tiie steeplechase. No reaches the Jumping board, the runner takes a hop,
it isn't a horse race. The steeplechase is a long distance skip and then a Jump Into the pit Their jump Is mearunning event, but with a twist It is a 3000m race and sured for how far they jump into the pit
the runners must Jump &ve hurdles on each lap
The answer from all of the great athletes who comLEZAH CROSBY
around the track. One of the hurdles has a pit of water pete In these events Is the same; they all feel they were
KONG FU... KONG THREW — Senior Marl behind it about diree feet deep and six feet long.
given a talent by God and intend to use it no matter
It may not sound very difficult now, but try running how unpopular the event
Kong placed third in the javelin at the BSC.

Carlson
Wai>onHt
1

STUDENT
TRAVEL
EXPERTS
239-5567

Trawl

VACATION
PACKAGES
7803 Timberlake Road
Next to KrogerAIRLINE TICKETS
Corner
of
Timberlake
&01d Graves Mill
SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL GROUP DISCOUNTS
SPECIALISTS
WEEKEND TRAVEL Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-2

+

^
#

LEZAH CROSBY

I WANNA BE LIKE MIKE — Jeremy Howe, a

sophomore, flies like Mike in the long jump.

CHECK IT OUT
ONTHEWEB.
www.ford.com

Dine By The Lake
Great Steaks • Seafood & Gourmet Salad Bar
Dinner • Weddings • Receptions • Parties

\

.

Open Dally for lunch & dinner

£ 3 t t t t £ * 8 RESTAURANT
9 9 3 - 2 4 7 5

10 minutes from Lynchburg on US 460 East

Special

Prayer Meeting
There will be a Special Prayer Meeting for Dr. Linda

$400 CASH BONUS
toward purchase or lease"

Geeme(Govt Dept.) on Monday, April 28,1998 in DH
144 at 7:30 P.M.

Professor Bene R. Sullivan will lead the devotions. All
faculty, spouses, staff, spouses and students are
Invited to attend.

There will also be a 25 hour Prayer Vigil for her on

You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash,
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info,
call 1-800-321-1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com

the 28th as she has another chemotherapy treat-

t/orni
ment that day. We invite everyone to take part.

ft&rwr\

"To be eligible, you must graduate with an associate's or bachelor's degree between 10/1/96 ana 1/5/99 or be currently enrolled in graduate school
You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/4/98 and 1/5/99. Some customer and vehicle eligibility restrictions apply See your dealer lor details.
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Primal Rage holds off Tango for
IMS Flag Football Spring crown
tory of the spring tournament,
The Belcher Boys have captured
the crown twice,
Each of the eight teams played
M dramatic fashion, Primal
Rage came back from a two- two games on Friday tn decide the
touchdown deficit to defeat team rankings for Saturday's brackets.
Tango 19-18 In the spring Intra- Reigning champions of the fall flag
mural Flag Football Tournament football season. Primal Rage,
secured the number one ranking
this past weekend.
Despite cold and rainy condi- by winning it'sfirsttwo games 28tions, teams with names such as 6 and 39-0.
The semifinals matched Memoirs
Memoirs of Walls, Crazy Huevos
of
Walls against Team Tango, and
and Canadian Love roughed It
out at William's stadium. All the Violated squared off against Primal
teams were battling for the Rage. After ah impressive upset
opportunity to dethrone the over The Belcher Boys, Team
defending champs, The Belcher Tango continued It's streak by
Boys. In the brief three year his- dropping Memoirs 18-6. Primal
By BRIAN KENNA
Champion RejitsHw-
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Your N e i g h b o r h o o d F o o d M a r k e t
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Sale Starts Wednesday, April 22th
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Baseball continues dominance of BSC
a different kind of p u n c h a s h e
bunted the winning r u n across In
h o m e r of the season. Wright is
the bottom of the seventh.
now only five h o m e - r u n s away
"I missed the sign the first time
from tying the school record of
and then I got It again, b u t didn't
2 0 , set by P a t Slpe in 1986. The
acknowledge It," Byler said.
F l a m e s have 10 g a m e s remainWith the pair of wins, Liberty
ing for Wright to accomplish this
can pretty m u c h w r a p u p it's
milestone.
first ever Big S o u t h regular seaG a m e o n e of t h e D H o n son c h a m p i o n s h i p in school hisS a t u r d a y , foreshadowed the dratory w h e n the t e a m travels to
matic e n d i n g of game two, a s Wlnthrop this coming weekend.
Liberty once again h a d to come
"We pretty m u c h control o u r
from b e h i n d to defeat RU.
own desUny," Byler said.
This time, with the b a s e s loaded
The Flames have now won 11 out
and one out, Brian Byler provided
of the last 14 games when they

r

Harris Teeter

L^^J

maintained their dominance by
ptimmeling Violated 35-6.
In the championship game,
Tango Jumped out to what
seemed a commanding 18-7 lead.
However, In dramaUc fashion
Rage stormed back,
A key Interception put Primal
on Tango's 25-yard line with
three minutes left In the game.
After two quick plays, Piimal's
Wayne Lehto made the game winning reception.
"This was one of the most competitive football games I've ever
been in** Intramural Student
Assistant and Primal Rage's wide
receiver Ed Barnhouse said.

— c o n t i n u e d from page 12
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almost finished last week undefeated.
Liberty s t a r t e d off the week by
t h r a s h i n g conference newcome r s Elon a n d High Point 8-4 a n d
2 0 - 4 respecUvely.
LU then pummeled In-state rivals
Norfolk S t and George Mason by
scores of 15-5 and 20-12.
After t h e d o u b l e h e a d e r o n
Saturday, the LU team rejoiced a s
B e n h a m a n d t e a m m a t e s witnessed to t h e Radford players.
The shorstop a n d third b a s e m a n
ended u p accepting the Lord right
there on the diamond.

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With This Coupon 12 oz. 12 pk. c a n s

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With This Coupon 3 2 oe.

President's Choice Soft Drinks

Duke's Mayonnaise

COUPON
VALUE

1111

2,aa

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additional $10 purchase
Oiler good April 22 through
April" 2?8.
8 , 11998
9

\jjjf

'ooooWsTos J Harris Teeter

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With This Coupon 2 0 os.

t

79

COUPON
VALUE

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additional St 0 purchase.
Oiler good April 22 through
•28.11998
—
pril2~8.

Vlsir

Harris Teeter

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With This Coupon 6 4 oe.

Oreo Cookies

W h i t e House Apple Juice
(
COUPON
VALUE

PLU 5057
GRO.
Limit one coup per visit and
an additional $10 purchase.
purchase
Orlerr good April 22
22 through
April 28, 1991

66666»d5b57«

Harris Teeter

M^fltid
M Y L E S LAWHORN

DOING WHAT IT TAKES — Freshman Trey Miller knows what it takes to play as a team as
he lays down a sacrifice bunt in action last week. Miller and the Flames have successfully
pulled together with an 11-1 mark in the BSC. LU has also won 11 of its last 14 games.

Honey B u n c h e s o f Oats Cereal

1

L2Q

Harris Teeter
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial
Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.00 - 1st 15 words
15(J each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
••Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS - EARN
$3000 - $6000 & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
yellow page advertising in your
University's Telephone Directory this
SUMMER. Excellent advertising/
sales/PR. RESUME BOOSTER. Call
College Directory Publishing: 800-4662221 ext 230 or 288. visit our site at
http:///w ww.campusdirectory.com

Harris Teeter

Hunter Ice Cream

COUPON
VALUE
3.79

moon
an additional $10 purchase.
Oder good April 2211
! through
April 28,1

Harris Teeter

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

$3.30 - 1st 15 words
220 each word over 15

(804) 582-2128

^^

COUPON
VALUE

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additional $10 purchase.
Otter good April 22 through
April 28. 1998

Business Hours:

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additionalil $10 purchase.
Oiler cgood/April 22 through
April 28, 1998

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
W i t h T h i s Coupon 1 / 2 gallon

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
W i t h T h i s Coupon 16 oe.

49

VK4285
COUPON
VALUE
•fiQ

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

..500
.$1.00
.$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

Motorcycle
1981 Kawasaki 440 street bike, new
paint, good sticker, excellent condition,
looks & runs good, paid $950, 804-5825643, Ask for Ed.

Apartment for rent, 10 min. from LU,
2BR, 1 1/2 bath, VV/D, $425, 525-6579

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: W *
Arrows: >->->•

Houses for Rent June 98 - May 99.
Near Lynchburg College/TRBC. 323
Yeardley Ave. 3 BR, IBA. Call Stanely
832-2768 or 385-7907. 316 Lakewood
St. 3BR, 2BA. Call Bob 832-2418 or
239-1961. 412 Lakewood St. 3BR,
IBA. Call Calvin 832-2355 or 3851134. Furnished, including washer and
dryer. Clean and well maintained.

HARRIS TEETER COUPON
With This Coupon 9 4 5 sq. ft 24 roll white

A n g e l Soft B a t h Tissue

99

3

COUPON
VALUE
200

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additional $10 purchase.
Ollor good April 22 through
April 28. 1998

Harris Teeter

HARRIS TEETER COUPON

With This Coupon 1 lb. bag
Fresh Express Garden Salad

• I

COUPON
VALUE

Limit one coupon per visit and
an additional $10 purchase.
Oiler good April 22 through
April 28, 1998

M

Harris Teeter

Drink Feature

Buy i t , S e l l it,Rent i t , F i n d i t .

A reliable, mature man needed.
Evenings, Saturdays at Silver Pig
Barbecue. No Sundays. Please call 8465676 for details. Ask for Jim.
Ineternship Opportunity
Growing Conservative, Pro-Family,
Pro-Life, and Pro-free enterprise PAC
seeks interns. Great for conservative
political and administrative experience.
Capitol Hill location, close to metro.
Contact Les or Christine: 202/4799696.

CHRISTIAN SUMMER
CAMPS
In i h ' ' Bliu* Knij-.f M o u n t a i n s of

NORTH

CAROLINA

k^I>\l^/CHOWONGA
Seeking STAFF with deep
commitment to CHRIST.

24 pk. cube 12 OR cans
Affordable
comfort,
|accessibility, great value..
Central Location, convenient to everything.
Your choice of 1, 2, or 3 bedrooms. Modern
appliances with dishwasher and disposal.
Money-saving energy package. From $375.
Roommate Referral Service Available.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-6

Cooks. "Rock Climbing. Horseback
"Riding. Mountain Hiking. Tennis.
Gymnastics. White

Mountain D e w ,
or

Pepsi Cola

UP TO 50
One manufacturer coupon per item, please.
Certain Limits Apply.
See Store For Details

Water

Canoeing. Swimming. Field Sports.

Call 237-2901

Arts. Backpacking. A\0R£.

2500 M o r g a n Mill Rd, Brevard
NC 28712 • (704) 884-6834
kahdalea ® dtcom.net
Buy i t , S e l l i t , R e n t i t , F i n d i t .

V I) II' V (/ (I .*/ t' S

d#rumuMi»

Located on Mill Stream Lane off
Graves Mill Road next to Skateland

OPEN 24 HOURS
Prices Effective Through April 28', © 9 5
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday. April 22 Through April 25,1998 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only.
VWB Reserve The Rkjht l b Limit Quantities. None Srid Tb Dealer* V\fc dladhy Accept RsderaJ Bscrf SUmpe.
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Wacky side of
Track & Field
— Page 10

LU: McClellan's
vacation finale
— Page 9
1
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LU track collects:]]!
By KERRY RODRIGUEZ
Champion Reporter

The Liberty men's and women's
track teams collected their fifth
straight Big South Conference
Outdoor Track and Field titles in
dominating fashion April 17-18
The LU men's and the women's
teams each defeated their foes by
more than 100 points. Coastal
Carolina finished second in the
women's with 134.5 points behind
LU's 236.5 points. Liberty's men tallied 252 points in contrast to runner
up UMBC with 150.5.
Liberty Head Coach Brant
Tolsma was named Big South
Coach of the Year. Male Track and
Field Athlete of the Year went to
LU's Greg Benhase.
In the men's 200m dash, Pete
McFadden of the Flames, ran away
with first place in 21.52 seconds,
while teammate Cedric Pollard followed to place second.
Flame runner Marlon Tanner
captured the title in both the 110m
high hurdles, with a time of 14.90
seconds and in the 400m hurdles
with a time of 52.50 seconds.
The LU distance runners
grabbed top spots in the 1500m
and in the 3000m runs. Stephen
Githuka placed first in the 1500m
with a time of 3:50.86 minutes.
Josh Cox, of Liberty.trailed by less
than a second and grabbed third.
Junior Flame Brian Kiprono
raced to front of the pack with a
time of 9:21 minutes in the
3000m run.
Both LU men's relay squads dominated the track. The 4x100m team
led with a time of 41.47seconds,
and the 4x400m relay swept its
competition finishing in 3:16.16
minutes — five seconds better than
UMBC's squad.
Brian Harrell — perhaps bettter

known as an LU pitcher — threw
his way into first place with a distance of 188*8" in the Javelin.
Liberty's Benhase and James
Johnson snagged the third and
fourth places in that event
In the long Jump, Jeremy Howe
claimed third place for Liberty with a
distance of 23'04". Howe placed second in the triple Jump with a distance of 47"0".
Johnson out-distanced his competitors in the discus, winning
with a throw of 144*07". He also
high-Jumped his way into the number two position with a height of
6'05". Johnson garnered a third
place finish in the shot p u t
The Lady Flames also gave a stellar performance, tallying eight first
place finishes in the 19 events.
Liberty's Holly Deem ran away
with first In the 100m high hurdles
crossing the line In 14.73 seconds.
Teammate Robin Williams snatched
third in 15.20 seconds.
Williams also Jumped onto the
winner's podium in the long jump
with a distance of 18'3".
Deem doubled her performance
and stole first plrce in the 400m
dash with a time of 56.80 seconds.
Jaquay Reid (57.34 seconds) and
Kodi Pollard (57.72 seconds) completed the LU sweep of the top
three places.
Deem continued her winning
ways by obtaining another top finish
in the 400m hurdles. Deem (1.01.40
minutes). Williams (1:02.38 minutes) and Tina Hall (1:05.24 minutes) took control of the race by
adding another LU sweep of the top
three spots.
Amy Rodriguez claimed the title
spot with a distance of 4111" in
the shot p u t She also threw the
hammer (155'04") and discus
(124'04") far enough for second
place, and teammate Devon Parks

laurelei

Lights dim,
final buzzer
sounds

THOMAS LOVING

OVER THE TOP — LU decathlete Greg Benhase d e m o n s t r a t e s flexibility in the high j u m p
e v e n t at t h e BSC Outdoor Track fie Field Championships. B e n h a s e finished fourth in t h e
high Jump and was n a m e d t h e Big S o u t h Track fie Field Male Athlete of t h e Year. Benhase
also w o n t h e pole vault c o m p e t i t i o n .
followed closely with third in hammer (137") and discus (123'04").
In the javelin, Shalina Marios
(120'05") and Mart Kong (113'08")
filled the number two and three
spots with Lady Flames.
Liberty's Christ! Tillman garnered second in the 200m dash
(25.88 seconds) with teammate

Amanda Holbrook following closely with a time of 26.09 seconds.
Amy Tear ran away with another LU victory in the 800m run with
a time of 2:14.10 minutes.
In long Jump, LU's Amy Sturgill
lept to the top with a distance of
37'6". Cathy Williams added a second place finish to Liberty's tally in

Lady Flames heat up
down the stretch

Golfers prep
for Big South

Phillips and Csider gain 10th win in S.C.

By MATT DERRICK

By BRIAN WOOLFORD

Champion Reporter

Champion Reporter

As Liberty prepares for the upcoming Big
South Tournament this week in Greenwood,
S.C., they know they must play at the top of it's
game to have a chance. However, as LU golfer
Tom Giles says, "We realize that this is the main
event of our season, so I'm sure we'll all be
ready to play."
The Flames have had a tough Spring, competing in some of the top tournaments In the E a s t
Since March, they have played In the
Pepsl/ECU Invitational, placing 15th, Two days
later, they came In a remarkable fourth place at
the Liberty- Ramada Collegiate Classic. The
Furman Intercollegiate Tournament followed,
with Liberty placing a disappointing 20th.
However, they rebounded with a 10th place finish in last week's Campbell Camel Classic.
Now the Flames look toward the Big South
Tournament.
"Obviously, the Big South Tournament has
been our focus since day one," LU coach Frank

The Lady Flames road trip to
South Carolina last weekend
proved to be a great catalyst heading into the final week of the season. Liberty swept Charleston
Southern on Friday, then split a
pair of games with Coastal
Carolina on Saturday.
In Charleston, the Lady Flames
routed the Charleston Southern
Lady Buccaneers 14-0 and 5-3. In
game one, LU pounded out a solid
offensive performance.
Every
Liberty starter recorded at least one
hit against the Lady Bucs' pitching
staff. Left fielder Gina Miller led the
team with three RBIs, while freshman catcher Stephanie Happel
posted two RBIs of her own.
Pitcher Leslie Inge collected her
sixth win of the season by pitching
a two hitter.
In the nightcap, second baseman Sonja Keith hit the game win-

— Please See Golf page 9

the 10,000m run with a time of
38:46.30 minutes.
Liberty's 4x400m relay team
topped its opponents with a time of
3:55.47 minutes.
Next up for LU track is the Perm
Relays in Philadelphia, Penn. April
21-25. May 2, the track team heads
to George Mason for the Spring

TED WOOUORD

NEEDAWEEDWACKER? — Dan Willis and the
LU golf team prepare to face stiff competition
this weekend at the BSC Championships.

ning RBI in the top of the seventh
inning to complete the sweep of
Charleston Southern.
On Saturday, the Lady Flames
traveled to Conway, S.C. to face
Coastal Carolina. In game one, LU
pitcher Katie Phillips held the
Chants to Just one run through
eight innings improving her record
to 10-5. First baseman Meredith
Hollyfield doubled to left field in the
top of the eighth inning to seal the
victory for the Lady Flames.
"Meredith has had a great freshman year," LU Head Coach Paul
Wetmore said. "She has been a key
player
in
our
success."
The Lady Chants recovered in
the second game by pulling out a
tight 3-2 victory. Leslie Inge
allowed only one earned run, but
CSU was able to grind out the win
in the bottom of the eighth.
This weekend wraps up the final
games before the BSC tourney.
Liberty will host Winthrop on
Saturday at 1 p.m.

Benham's dramatic HR lifts LU
Pair of come-from-behind victories keeps Liberty No.1 in BSC
By MATT KEENAN
Asst. Sports Editor

Playoff excitement was in the air this past weekend
as the Liberty men's baseball team took to the diamond against the visiting Highlanders of Radford. LU
(25-20, 11-1 Big South Conference) swiped two out of
three from Radford in the weekend series, greatly
diminshing RU's post-season hopes.
"Radford had a lot at stake and played extremely motivated," LU Head Coach Dave Pasors said.
Jason Benham provided the heroics for Liberty
in the second game of the double-header on
Saturday. With the Flames down 5-4 entering the
final inning of the game, it looked as if Radford (1629, 6-9) would walk away with two upset victories.
LU's Ben Barker started off the seventh with a
bang when he singled to center, but he tried to
stretch one too many bases as he was easily
thrown out at second.
Jim Clinton was then substituted to pinch-hit
for Trey Miller. Clinton filed out to center for the
second out. Tim Strong entered the batter's box
with Liberty's last hope when he hit a lazy routine
pop fly into shallow right field. The second base
man looked to have things under control when he
dropped the ball. Strong was graciously credited
with an official single.
Benjl Miller, winning pitcher of game one, set up
Benham's blast by singling, advancing Strong to third.
As if there hadn't been enough controversy in the

series, Benham stepped to the plate with the game
on the line. With one ball in the count, Benham
laced a shot down the right field line appearing to
have landed on the line, but the home plate umpire
signaled foul ball.
"I thought it hit the line," Benham said. "I could
have said something to the umpire when I got back
in (the box), but I didn't. I was Just audibly saying
to myself 'Just me and you Jesus'".
On the ensuing pitch, Benham pulled the trigger
and sent the ball across the fence on the opposite
field for his 10th dinger of the season. His teammates
swamped him in celebration as he crossed the plate,
winning the game 7-5 for LU.
"I swear the Lord was up there and blew that
thing over for me," Benham said as tears welled up
in his eyes. "I don't mean to be so emotional, but
that was Just Incredible. I've been wanting to hit
my 10th (HR) for a long time."
Junior Brian Harrel (6-4) went the distance for LU,
on the mound, tossing his filth complete game of the
season and maintaining a stall low 4.00 ERA. Only
three of the live runs were earned and he struck out
six while only walking one.
"I've just got to give all the glory to God for this
victory," Harrell said. "It's been one of our goals to
win the Big South and this was Just kind of a stepping stone for us."
Steve Wright connected on his club leading 15th

MYUSS LAWHOHN

— Please see Baseball, Page 11

SWING OF FAITH — Jason Benham's heroics, in the bottom of
the seventh, lifted LU to a 7-5 victory over RU Saturday.

Every novel has its closing
paragraph, every song plays its
finishing strain, every drink has
its last slurp, every well has a
bottom, every coupon has its
expiration date, every toilet
paper roll runs out, the sun
always sets, every race has its
final stretch, the ninth inning
always arrives, every countdown gets to zero, and my clock
has ticked down to its last few
.minutes — and final 500 word
Hey, 1 may be a sports n u t
b u t I can still wax poetic.
Anyway, back to the sappy
stuff. This has been one of the
most challenging and most
rewarding years of my life.
Despite the damage that 30-40
hours of Champion work per
week did to my GPA (not the
4.0 I'd hoped for), my sleeping
habits (erratic, and at times
non-existent), my living quarters (my doorknocker says it
all: a clean room is the sign of a
procrastinating student) and
my free-time entertainment (is
Movies 10 still $1.50?), I did
have a decent measure of fun
— and (he experience I've
gained is pretty valuable too.
There'll be no more eyeaching, back-breaking, brainfreezing (I'm not teasing) feeling
like a dizzy zombie all-nighters
with my office chums — who
had less work and therefore
enjoyed more sleep. BUT, I
leave carrying a wealth of memories to cherish for life.
Ill never forget my Journey to
the Women's NCAA Basketball
Tournament in Tennessee with
the Lady Flames. Those girls
are truly special, and their bus
trips are definitely entertaining!
And Sharon, congrats on
bringing in $325 in the India
date-auction fundraiser. Boy
that guy must really love India!
But seriously, just wanting to
watch the Lady Flames play
next season tempts me to look
for work near Lynchburg.
From the very beginning of
my stint as sports editor, IVe
appreciated the tremendously
warm welcome I received from
readers, athletes, coaches and
sports
information
staff,
despite my gender.
It's been an honor to meet
and talk with legendary people
like Sam RuUgllano.
When I finally got the nerve
to tell him that he reminded me
of one of my favorite coaches
ever: Joe Paterno, Coach Sam
laughed and said that he'd
grown up with Joe. As boys
they even went to the same
church. 1 thought even more
highly of him after that, and
he's definitely the best at giving
candidly humorous quotes in
his northern accent
Thank you Liberty for my
fond memories and the stories I
can tell for many years to come.
I'll always be an LU sports fan,
and I look forward to hearing
about Liberty on ESPN and such
more regularly. I also expect to
hear names of LU grads turned
pro in the near future.
As this chapter of my life concludes, the next is entitled "It's
time to head out into the real
world" and as frightening as that
sounds, 1 must turn the page.
And Just as the lights are
turned off on the football field
at the close of a season, so I will
turn out the lights in my office
to walk down that familiar
stretch in DeMoss Hall for the
last time. And when I type my
final period at the close of this
farewell, the buzzer will sound
on my career as Liberty
Champion Sports Editor.

